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CCWCnJSICTTS

The following general conclusions can be drawn regarding
the availability of groundwater for development of irrigation projects
in the Limpopo River catchment in eastern Botswana»

More specific

conclusions are presented at the end of Appendices II, III and IV»
1*

Owing to the virtual absence of surface water over most

of Botswana, groundwater has long been a traditional source of water
supply»

Since 1929 approximately 2,500 boreholes have been drilled

by the Government and a like number have been drilled privately»
These wells are chiefly small capacity wells; foi example, of the
Government wells drilled since 1929, only 17»4 per cent had yields
•1

in excess of 2,000 gallons per hour (33 gp®)»
2.

The lack of aquifers which will yield large amounts of

water to wells eliminates the possibility of large scale irrigation
schemes that must depend upon boreholes for water supply.
3»

Several eastward flowing tributaries to the Limpopo can
2

be classified, at least in part, as ''sand rivers"»

These rivers

include the Shashi, Tati, Maklautsi, Lotsani, Mahalapshwe and possibly
otherso

Little is known of the surface or subsurface flow

characteristics of these streams, of the volumes of sand in the rivers,
or of the hydrologie properties of the sands»
4»

A brief field reconnaissance was made along sections of

the Mahalapshwe, Maklautsi and Shashi Rivers»

Individual reports on

these rivers are included as Appendices II, III and IV.

From these

studies and data available, various estimations were made of available
groundwater within the sands of these rivers»
5»

The 50 mile stretch of the Mahalapshwe River from

Mahalapye to the confluence of the Limpopo River contains about 115
million cubic feet of water in transient storage»

Of this amount

57 million cubic feet, or over 350 million gallons, could be extracted
by proper development methods»

1
2

All gallons reported in Imperial gallons»
Alluvial filled river channels

mm

6»

2. —

A large amount of water is in transient storage in the

sands of the Maklautsi River.

It is estimated that from Iladinare

to the confluence of the Limpopo, a river distance of about 110 miles,
the extractable water in storage is about 9 million gallons per mile,
or a total of about 1 billion gallons of water.
7.

A large amount of water is in transient storage in the

sands of the Shashi River.

It is estimated that from Shashi Siding

to the confluence of the Limpopo, a distance of about 170 mile3, there
are approximately 1«5 billion gallons of extractable water in storage.
Hot all this water would be available for Botswana development, however,
as the Shashi forms the boundary with Rhodesia and a short stretch of
the river flows totally in Rhodesia.
8.

In reference to conclusions 5» 6 and 7» the quantity of

water reported as available for extraction is water in transient storage.
It does not include recharge which is derived chiefly from annual
surface runoff.

To determine the total amount of water that could be

developed annually will require detailed studies of rainfall, surface
runoff, groundwater underflow, evaporation and transpiration and
water use.
9.

If it is determined that surface flow occurs in the sand

rivers annually, it would be desirable to lower groundwater levels
below their normal position by pumping»

This would allow maximum

recharge by surface flow and would aid in controlling flood damage
along the flood plain.
10.

Water is available in the sands of the Mahalapshwe,

Maklautsi and Shashi Rivers to permit the development of small scale
pilot irrigation schemes.

If it is desirable to proceed with the

development of pilot schemes without further quantitative investigations
of the groundwater potential of the sands, a pilot scheme on the
Mahalapshwe River should be limited to not more than 5 acres, and pilot
plots could be developed on the Maklautsi and Shashi Rivers of 20 acres
or larger with the assurance of adequate irrigation water.

- 3 11e

Hydrogoological studies should be made of the various "sand

rivers" to more accurately determine their potential for agricultural,
industrial and domestic

water supplies.

These studies should be

carried out generally as indicated in Appendix V.
12.

The Botswana Geological Survey was very cooperative and

has good information on groundwater resources in areas where they have
worked.

The Geological Survey has not investigated the "sand rivers".

The contribution which the Geological Survey can make to the UNBP/SF
Botswana Project is limited by a shortage of personnel and by a fully
committed programme of investigations.
Survey are summarized in Appendix VI.

Discussions with the Geological

-
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REOOfflüEtTDATKMS
1,

Studies of the "sand rivers" which are now being undertaken

by Project personnel should be continued and broadened to include
additional and more detailed work*
2.

To support the work in progress, the Project should

purchase a power auger to permit determination of the depth to bedrock
and channel configuration in the ''sand rivers"*

The most suitable

auger would bo one that could be tractor or Land Rover mounted to allow
easy-access to and in the river beds.

A portable power hand auger would,

also, be suitable but would not serve as many purposes as a vehicle
mounted auger.

The auger should be capable of penetrating at least

50 feet with 4 inch auger flights.
3#

Stream stage and groundwater level recorders should be

installed to study the runoff-recharge relati onship in selected- areas
as well as to measure diurnal and seasonal water-level fluctuation in
the sand river beds»

Along with this work, studies should be made

to determine the effects of evaporation and transpiration on water levels.
4.

If possible, a short-term programme should bo worked out

with the Geological Survey to study a selected section of one of the
sand rivers by geophysical means.

The techniques to be used should

bo an electrical resistivity or a seismic survey or, preferably, a
combination of the two.

The purpose of a limited survey would be to

demonstrate the feasibility (or non-feasibility) of using geophysics
on a wider basis to investigate the "sand uivers".

The Geological

Survey of Botswana has equipment to conduct these studies.
5.

In planning for future water resources surveys in eastern

Botswana, provisions should be made to provide manpower and equipment
to fully evaluate the water-bearing potential of the "sand rivers"*
This should include provisions for a hydrogeologist and probably a
geophysicist as a part of the Project team.

- 5 TERMS

OF

REFERENCE

The stated terms of reference were "To review groundwater
information for Eastern Botswana (in Gaberones and Pretoria) making
reconnaissance of area and formulating investigational programme if
considered warranted".
Groundwater information was reviewed in the Project Office and
at the National Archives in Gaberones and at the Geological Survey in
Lobatsi.

It was not considered necessary to visit Pretoria as the

Botswana Geological Survey has been active for a number of years and has
relatively good information on the groundwater resouroes of Eastern
Botswana.

Field reconnaissance trips were made to the Mahalapshwe^

Maklautsi and Shashi Rivers to evaluate the potential for development
of groundwater from sand deposits in those rivers.

Recommendations

for future work are included in this report and Appendix V outlines a
programme of investigation»
DURATION

OF MISSION

The writer arrived in Gaberones on July 3 and departed on July 22»
During that period, 7 days were spent making a field reconnaissance
of the Mahalapshwe, Maklautsi and ^hashi Rivers, one day was spent in
conferences with the Geological Survey in Lobatsi, and the other days
were spent in Gaberones reviewing literature, discussing with Project
personnel and preparing reports.
APPENDICES
Technical data are included in this report in Appendices I — VI.
Appendix I describes the general groundwater conditions in Eastern
Botswana and discusses potential yield from various aquifers underlying
the area»
Appendices II, III and IV discuss the potential for groundwater
development from sands in the Mahalapshwe, Maklautsi and Shashi Rivers*
Appendix II includes general information related to the hydrogeology of
sand rivers which is not included in, but is applicable to, Appendices
III and IV,
Appendix V describes the investigative procedure for evaluating and
developing the sand rivers.
Appendix VI describes the facilities available and comments by the
Geological Survey in Lobatsi.

-
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APPENDIX

I

WATER RESOURCES OF EASTERN BOTSWANA
INTRODUCTION
Botswana is a land of great contrasts ranging from her vast
untapped water resources in the Okavango Swamp in the northwest to
desert scrubland in the southwest and the scrub-covered Bushveld in the
east©

The country may be described as a semi-arid tableland

characterized by its large size, its relatively small population (about
600,COO), the predominance of the cattle industry in the country's economy
and the limited potential for arable agriculture»
Recent mineral discoveries have given rise to a promising potential
in the mining and industrial fields and hence considerable attention is
now being focused on the rational utilization of Botswana?s limited
surface and groundwater resources which are essential for the nation's
development»

An eztremely rapid population increase, rapidly rising

standards of living and improved agricultural techniques are also
creating an over increasing demand for water»

The traditional sources

of water over most of the country are hand dug wells, boreholes or sand
storage in the large ephemeral sand-filled rivers»

More than three-

quarters of the country's population is dependent on groundwater.
GEOGRAPHY
Botswana covers about 220,000 square miles between 18 and 29
degrees south latitude and 20 and 29 degrees east longitude»

The

country is bounded by the Republic of South Africa, South West Africa,
Rhodesia and also has a very short common border with Zambia (figure 1)«
Botswana can be divided roughly into three physiographic divisions,
the inland deltaic area of the Okavango Swamp in the northwest, a large
saucer—shaped central plateau which is almost completely mantled by
sand and an eastern Bushfreld region»

The central plateau and the east-

ern Bushveld are generally separated by a pronounced escarpment ranging
in altitude from 3,600 to 4»400 feet above sea level.

Altitudes within

the country vary from 1,700 feet above sea level at the Limpopo-Shashi
River confluence in the northeast to 4,886 feet in the extreme southeast»

te»_
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CLIMATE
The climate of eastern Botswana is characterized by relatively
severe seasonal temperatures and extremely variable rainfall.

The

average annual rainfall in the eastern section varies from less than
15 inches in the low country near the Shashi-Limpopo confluence to more
than 20 inches in the high country north of Francistown and south of
Gaberones (figure 2)•

The annual rainfall often varies considerably

from the data on figure 2;

and there can be considerable annual

variation between adjacent stations.

About 90 percent of the rainfall

occurs in the summer months between October and March and there is
virtually no rain during June, July and August.

Most of the rain is

of low intensity but heavy rainfall occurs occasionally during thunderstorms.

Because of the sporadic nature of the rainfall, droughts during

the rainy season are fairly common.
At an altitude of about 3000 feet mean daily temperatures vary
fiom about 12 0 in the winter to 25 C in the summer.

Summer temperatures

are hottest in December and January and winter temperatures are coldest
in June and July.
Relative humidity is low.

In the mornings it is generally between

55 and 75 percent and in the afternoon between 25 and 45 percent.
rate of evaporation is high.

The

The average annual evaporation from a

free water surface at Mahalapye from 19^9-57 was 771-6 inches.

The

highest value was 87.26 inches and the lowest value was 63.29 inches»
GEOLOGY
A wide variety of geologic units are exposed in eastern Botswana.
Figure 3 shows the general surface exposure of these geologic-units,
their general lithology and age relationships.
Generally the rocks are highly folded, badly faulted and commonly
intruded with dikes.
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RESOURCES

Surface Drainage
Most of eastern Botswana drains into the Limpopo but neither this
river nor any of its tributaries has a perennial flow.

The Limpopo,

which rises in South Africa, carrier large quantities of water during
the rainy season.

However, it frequently coaoos to flow during the

dry season although pools of water remain throughout the year and it
is seldom completely dry»

The total catchment area of the Limpopo

above the point where it leaves Botswana is 78,000 square miles with
30,000 square miles in Botswana.

The major tributaries of the Limpopo

within Botswana are the Shashi, Makloutsi, Mahalepshwe and Notwani Rivers
(figure 2)#

These rivers carry large quantities of water for periods

of only a few days in the year;

during the rest of the year their

courses are characterized by a wide expanse of sand with scattered
boulders and rock bars»

The Shashi and its main tributaries rise on

the periphery of the Rhodosian high veld.

Most of the tributaries of

the other systems rise in the various hill ranges in eastern Botswana»
Some of the streams appear to be superimposed on the present landscape
and cut through existing hills.
The flow of surface water in eastern Botswana is sporadic and
primarily limited to flash floods following rain»

Because of this

large quantities of water are lost through flood runoff, and considerable
damage is done to villages along the risers by flood waters.

Considerable

quantities of water are obtained from within the sand floors of several
rivers but there is no record of how much can.be obtained from this
source•
Surface water runoff records for the Limpopo and its Botswana
tributaries are poor or non-existent.

Records available for the

Mahalapshwe, Makloutsi and Shashi Rivers are discussed in Appendices II,
III and IV.

One of the major aims of the UNDP/SF project is to establish

gauging stations on the Limpopo tributaries in eastern Botswana.

-
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Groundwater
Owing to the virtual absence and the uncertainty of surface runoff•
groundwater has long been the traditional source of water supply in
Botswana.

Since 1929 about 2,500 boreholes have been drilled by the

Government and approximately the same number have been drilled privately
throughout Botswana.

The Geological Survey took full control of

locating all Government boreholes in 1959»

Since this date there has

been an inorease in the success rates of from 45 to 71 percent due mainly
to geological and geophysical aids and the improved collection and
evaluation of data.

The average yields of boreholes has improved from

1165 to 1333 gallons per hour»

• An analysis of yields of Government

boreholes drilled throughout Botswana is given in table 1•
TABLE 1. ANALYSIS OF BOREHOLE YIELDS. 1929-1968
(includes Government boreholes in all areas of Botswana.)
Boreholes with yields between

50 and

100 gph

7*23$

Boreholes with yields between

101

and

500 gph

27*81$

Boreholes with yields between.

501

and

1,000 gph

23*65$

Boreholes with yiolds between

1001

and

2,000 gph

23*87$

Boreholes with yields over

2000 gph

17*44$

Drilling for water is still mainly carried out using percussion
(cable tool) rigs though the Government now also has three high speed
compressed air drilling machines.

In addition to ten Government

drilling rigs, there are 12-14 privately owned percussion rigs in the
country*
Groundwater in eastern Botswana is generally associated with
secondary porosity developed along joints, fissures, shears, faults
and dilaes, rather than with primary porosity in true water-table aquifers
where water is in the voids between sediments.

In granitic areas,

water is often found in areas where the granite is deeply weathered or
in the vicinity of the contact with less decomposed material.

Groundwater

is generally encountered under artesian conditions; however, wells do
not generally flow at the surface»

-
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The best aquifers in eastern Botswana are decomposed granitictype rocks; highly folded Basement Complex metamorphic rocks; all
members of the Transvaal System;

folded Waterberg System grits,

sandstone stages of the Stormberg Series (Karroo System) (figure 3)»
This latter aquifer which occurs in the westernmost area considered
in this report (figure 3) forms one of Botswana's most consistent
water-bearing units.

The extensive sand beds in the channels of the

eastward flowing tributaries of the Limpopo are also potential sources
of relatively large quantities of water.

The potential waterbearing

capabilities of three such rivers - the Mahalapshwo, Haklautsi and
Shashi - are discussed in Appendices II, III and TV.
Detailed groundwater studies in eastern Botswana are being
undertaken by the Government in the Lobatsi, ïïolotoana, Artesia,
Serowe and Francistown areas.
In Lobatsi a detailed analysis of the rainfall for the past
14 years (Jennings, 1968) showed that seasonal variations ranged from
15.05 to 35»52 inches and that the seasonal number of days with rainfall
exceeding one inch varied from 2 to 14.

Since April, 1957 a total

of 610 million gallons of water have been pumped from the Lobatsi area*
The storage capacity of the various groundwater basins (all within the
Transvaal System) has been calculated to be a minimum of 229 nillion
gallons (without recharge).

The safe yield of a number of these basins

has also been calculated while average annual recharge in the western
dolomite basin was estimated at 4-5 percent of the rainfall (Jennings, 1
Seven boreholes in Lobatsi have been fitted with automatic water level
recorders and 15 boreholes are measured daily or monthly.
In the Molotoana and Artesia areas the Rhodesia Railways pump
as much as 1.55 million gallons and 1.69 million gallons respectively
from boreholes (Jennings, 1969a).
In Serowe, borehole yields have been metered since 1965 and 12
observation boreholes have been established, 3 with automatic water
level recorders.

Preliminary observations indicate that despite the

fact that Serowe, Botswana's largest village, is completely dependent

Figure 3
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on groundwater, there has been no serious depletion of groundwater
reserves*

However, it is interesting to note that yfo of the present

population enjoying a higher standard of living use 73$ of the present
monthly consumption of one million gallons.

A serious shortage can

be anticipated if the remainder of the population approaches the same
water use standards (Jennings, 1969b).

Water Quality
Systematic sampling of groundwater for chemical analysis has
been in progress since 1961 and to date 2,038 analyses have been made
throughout Botswana.

A considerable variety of waters, ranging

from extremely pure waters, with total dissolved salt contents of
less than 100 to over 151»000 parts per million have been encountered.
Van Straten (1961) proposed a classification of groundwater types
in Botswana.

-
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APPENDIX II
¥ATER STORAGE IN THE SANDS
OF THE MAHALAPSHWE RIVER. EASTERN BOTSWANA
INTRODUCTION
Sandy rivor beds with no surface flow or with erratic surface
flow in flood seasons are common features in seni-arid zones.

Water

stored in the sandy river beds is frequently an important source of
water supply»

In Eastern Botswana several fairly large streams are

characterized as "sand rivers" in which water occurs at some depth
below the alluvial sand surface.
A brief field reconnaissance of a section of the Mahalapshwe
River was made on July 7 and 8, 1969, in the company of Mr. M.J.R.S.
Norman, Co-manager, UNDP/SF Project, and Mr. D.R. Sarjeant, FAO Hydrologist*
Their knowledge of the people and the river aided greatly in making
the rapid reconnaissance possible*
The writer is indebted to Mr. Henry Fosbrooke, FAO Officer-inCharge, for providing transportation and other facilities and to
Mr. Sarjeant for information on the Hahalapye town water system and
other local developments, as well as for the basic hydrologie data
included in this report.

Others of the Botswana Government staff

and FAO team provided valuable knowledge of water conditions in fche
Project area»
Area of Study
The area described in this report includes the Mahalapshwe River
from about 5 miles above to 11 miles below Mahalapyo»

Field investiga-

tion was-- confined to the immediate vicinity of the river bed and the
river banks, particularly in a stretch of the River about 5 miles
upstream from Mahalapyo (figure 1)•
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£ 14 Topography and Drainage
The land surface in the area lies at a little more than 3500 feet
in the headwaters of the Mahalapshwe River and falls to less than
3000 feet at the confluence of the Linpopo.

The area is characterized

by flat topography except whore rocks of the Basement Complex extend
through the sand cover to form small hills»

The general slope of the

land is to the south-east.
The channel of the Mahalapshwe River trends slightly east of
south and is well entrenched over most of the distance, having relatively
steep banks as much as 10 feet high.
through poorly defined channels.

Tributary drainage is generally ,..:•••

From the southern limit of the area

studied, the Mahalapshwe continues for a distance of about 35 miles
to the Limpopo River.
Climate
The climate of the area is basically sub-tropical.

Rainfall

averages'17.9 inches for the thirty years from 1938 through 1968
(figure 2).

Since 1956, however, rainfall has been less and the

average is only 13»5 inches.

Approximately 90 percent of the annual

rainfall occurs from October through March.
Temperatures are generally hot in the summer months.

During

the winter, daytime temperatures are very pleasant but there are
occasional frosts at night.

Average monthly minimum and maximum

temperatures are given in figure 2.
Average relative humidities and average cloud amounts at 8.CO a.m.
and 2.00 p.m. are also given in figure 2«
The rate of evaporation is high. . The average annual evaporation
from a free water surface at Mahalapye during the period from 1949 to
1957 was 77.6 inches.

The highest evaporation recorded was 87*26

inches and the lowest.was 63.29 inches.
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Geology
The geology of the Mahalapye area has been described at Crockett
(1965) and is shown on figure 5» which is modified fron Crockett's nap.
The area is underlain by netanorphic rocks except in the south and
southwest corners where outcrops of very old, conpacted sediments are
exposed.

The uetanorphic rocks are commonly intruded by diabase and

diorito dikes which nay be as nuch as 100 feet in width.
Except for a few prcninent hills of netanorphic rocks, the area
is genorally nantled by a thin blanket of wind-blown sand or by soil
derived fron weathering of the underlying and suirounding rocks.

There

has been little alluvial deposition along the Mahalapshwe River except
for a deposit of sand in the river bed which is about 10 feot thick.
The sands of the rivor bed are predominantly quartz grains with abundant
heavy mineral grains.

The erosion of the river channel appears to

have taken place during a nore hunid geological period and subsequent
sand deposition in a loss hunid period, during which river flow was
unable to transport the heavy sediment load.

According to local sources,

there continues to be a significant increase in the thickness of the
sand over a relatively few years.
The general structural trend of the netanorphic rocks is E - W,
swinging to N.W. - S.E. toward the west.

A large fault, designated

the Mahalapshwe fault,..parallels the Mahalapshwe valley.

At its

eastern extent ..(not shown on figure 3) the fault has a displacenent of
several hundred feet but this gradually decreases westward.

Numerous

ninor faults, trending northwestward, occur north of the Mahalapshwe fault»
WATER RESOURCES
Sources of Recharge
The 50 year nean rainfall at Mahalapye is 17.9 inches.

Most of

the rain falls during the growing season and a substantial amount is
returned to the atnosphere by transpiration through trees and grasses.
It is doubtful if infiltration of rain falling directly on the river
channel contributes greatly to the recharge of the sand in the river
due to the requirements of transpiration and soil moisture.
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Tho Mahalapshwe River has a well-drained catchnent area of about
280 square niles above tho road bridge at Mahalapye town.

The

catchnent area is conposed "nainly of reddish-brown and grey-brown acid
soils" (Bawdon and Stobbs, 1963) which fit into Midgley's rainfallrunoff zone 2 (Lund and Partner, 1964)»

According to Midgley's

classification, a zone 2 area with annual rainfall of 18 inches should
produce a nean annual runoff of 16 acre ft» por square nile of catchnent»
Therefore, tho nean annual runoff of the Mahalapshwe River above the
road bridge would be about 4500 acre ft»

If the average annual rainfall

is takon to be 13*5 inches, the 12 year average since 1956 (as roconnended
by Sarjeant), the nean annual runoff, according to Midgley's classification,
is 5 acre ft. per square nile, or a total of 1400 acre ft»

Figure 2

illustrates that the rainfall, and therefore the runoff, is very irregular»
It was reported by local sources at Mahalapye that 1968 was the first
tine in 89 years that no surface runoff reached Mahalapye (sarjeant,
personal notes)»
Groundwater noving down the hydraulic gradient in a strean bed
recharges the river sands.

This is transient novenent which passes

slowly through to lower stretches of a strean unless blocked by rock
barriers, nan-nado dans, or other relatively inperneable barriers»

Discharge of Ground Water
Discharge of ground water fron the sand rivers occurs by evaporation, transpiration, vertical and lateral seepage into bedrock fracture
and joint systens, novenent through the sand to lower elevations, and
by nan-nade «Levelopnent for industrial, donestic and agricultural
purposes (figure 4 ) .
Evaporation
Evaporation fron open water surfaces is about 6.5 feet per year
at Mahalapye»

Evaporation (which probably also includes transpiration

in nost studios) accounts for a largo part of the water loss fron sandfilled river channels when the water level is near land surface»
Evaporation fron sand-filled rivor channels has been neasured to be
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three to four tines the rate of evaporation fron open surfaces
(liund and Partner, 1967, p.170).

This figure seems abnormally

high unless it also includes transpiration.
Experiments by Wipplinger (1958, figure 47» p.68) in South West
Africa indicate that evaporation losses are very high when the water
level is within two feet of the surface but below about 2.5 feet there
is little additional water lost by evaporation (figure 5)«

The water

level, according to Wipplinger, drops to this point within about 30 days
if there is no recharge or artificial withdrawal.

Figure 5 also shows

Wipplinger's curve for predicting evaporation losses at specific depths
below the sand surface.
Experiments in Rhodesia confirm that evaporation losses cease
when the water level in the sand is 2-3 feet below the surface; however,
in Rhodesia it was found to take a much longer time for evaporation to
lower the water to the 2-3 foot level.

Personal observations on the'

rivers in northern Botswana tend to confirm the Rhodesian experiments.
Although there has been no surface runoff since Harch, the water level
is generally less than 2 feet below the sand.
Due to the high rate of evaporation, flow over rock barriers is
generally-limited to the most permeable sections of the river sand.
Generally, the rock barrier forces the water toward the surface where
it is evaporated at a faster rate than it is recharged.

Where water

flows over, or is very near the surfaces behind a rock barrier, the inflow
rate is sufficient to overcome evaporation losses.
Transpiration
Transpiration accounts for a stibstantial discharge of water from
saturated sand river beds.

Where the water is relatively near the

surface, vegetation is common in the river bed.

The transpiration

losses decline as the water level declines and at depths greater than
three feet most of the stream bed vegetation dies off.

However,

transpiration continues due to the bushes and trees on the bank which
have well-developed root systems reaching the water table.

Along the

Mahalapshwe, trees and bushes grow well along the river bank, indicating
that their tap roots extend down to the saturated zone.
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Seo-papce to Bedrock
Some seepage losses occur to the underlying granites and
mignatites but the amount of these losses is believed snail but cannot
be estimated.

Field investigation of rocks cropping out in the

vicinity of the Mahalapshwe River upstrean fron the road bridge
indicate that the rocks are not badly fractured or jointed and, therefore,
seepage losses are probably minimal.
The effect of clay layers in the stream bed on vertical seepage
is not known»

Probing in several places has indicated the presence

of a clay layer above the bedrock»

Mr» C.M.H. Jennings of the Botswana

Geological Survey feels that a clay layer overlying the bedrock in the
sand rivers of Eastern Botswana nay be connon»

The effect of such

a layer would be to reduce seepage losses to a nininun»
Where there are highly fractured or jointed zones traversed by
the river and if these areas are not well sealed, there would bo larger
quantities of water lost to the underlying rock»

This nay account

for sone anomalous areas of deep water tables in the sand»

Industrial, Domestic and Agricultural Development
The town of Mahalapye develops its water supply fron the
Mahalapshwe River sands in a stretch of the river between the road
bridge and a point about two niles downstream of the railway bridge»
The Rhodesian Railways has a major watering point at Mahalapye which
consists of three boreholes with a combined capacity of 7000 gph and
several caissons in the Mahalapshwe River.

The caissons are reportedly

filled with silt and yield little, if any, water to the Railway supply»
The water consumption by the town and the Railway was reported
to be + 190,000 gpd in 1967 and projected to be 253.000 gpd in 1970
and 449,000 gpd in 1976 (Lund and Partner, 1967, p.2).
The river sands are developed as a source of supply by several
private landowners in the Mahalapye area.
are connon in the River.

Native cattle watering points

These individual supplies are generally

- 19
obtained fron open-dug holes with no lining in the river alluviun.
The larger wells have some type of lining or casing, sand screens and
centrifugal pumps»
systems is small»

The quantities of water extracted by individual
The quantities of water withdrawn depend on the

capacity of the pump»
GROUND WATER IE RIVER S M D M MADIBA AREA
General Sotting
For purposes of estimating the volume of ground water stored in
the sands of the Mahalapshwo River, a section of the stream in the
Madiba Area above the Francistown road bridge was selected (figures
1 and 6)»
• The section of the River extends from the road bridge northward
for 4»000 feet to the confluence with a large, unnamed tributary»
average width of the stream channel is about 250 foot»

The

The depth of the

sand is not known but from probings made downstream of the road bridge,
it is estimated to be 10 foot.
to be 1;300»

The slope of the stream bed is reported

A rock barrier is exposed partly across the channel

immediately upstream of the bridge».

r

^he sub-surfaco extent of the rock

barrier is unknown but it likely lies close.to the sand surface across
the river.
The banks of the river are formed by outcrops of granite and
migmatite (primarly on the east bank) and by alluvial clay, silt and sand»
A substantial growth of medium to large trees is on each bank.
from the river, smaller trees, bushes and grasses are common»

Away
A sub-

stantial growth of reeds, undergrown by grasses, occurs in the channel»
It is estimated that 25 per cent of the river channel and bank for the
4,000 foof length is covered with vegetation (Sarjeant, oral communication)»
Water commonly stands at or just below the sand surface for a few
hundred feet upstream of the rock barrier.

At the time of inspection,

during mid-afternoon of July 7» water was standing at the surface
immediately back of the rock barrier;
• stood in depressions in the river bedj

slightly further upstream the water
and still further upstream the

water cculd bö easily reached by making a hole with one's hand»

-
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It is reported that early in the morning water stands at the
surface for some distance hack of the rock barrier, but that generally
by nid-day most of the sand surface is dry»
The rock barrier at the bridge acts as a sub-surface dan»
¥ith the positive head of ground water movement from upstream, water
is forced upward at the rock barrier»

When the water inflow exceeds

the evaporation and transpiration rate, as during the hours of darkness,
water collects at the surface»

With the rising of the sun, evaporation

and transpiration begin and in a few hours the excess water collected
during the night disappears»

The diurnal fluctuation of the water level

in the sand is reported to be about 2 inches»
In the 4»000 foot stretch of the riverf the water level probably
has the same general slope as the river bed»

However, there may be

local variations in the position of the water table due to varying
permeability in the sand or to rock barriers interrupting the normal
flow pattern;
decreases;

in areas where seepage into the bed rock increases or

in areas of excessive transpiration;

or at local cattle

watering points»
It is not known whether the water table in the sand is laterally
connected with the bed rock to form a water table away from the river.
Commonly after a flood, a thin layer of silt is deposited on the
sand surface»

This layer is generally less than one-half inch thick

and is quickly and easily broken»

If this silt layer is not broken,

it impedes the infiltration of water to the sand during the next surface
runoff»
Ho records are available for flood frequency or stage, or for
fluctuations in water levels in the sand»

A gauging station is

partially constructed on the west bank of the river (figure 6) and will
be put into operation as soon as equipment is available»

^
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HYDROLOGIC COMPUTATIONS
In computing the water in transient storage in the 4»OOO foot
stretch of river above the road bridge, we must make several
assumptions as little is known about the physical properties of the
river channel, the water level gradient or the nature of the sand.
It is assumed that the average channel width is 250 feet and
that the average sand depth is 10 feet.

"*ith that depth, probably

about 7 feet of the sand would be saturated throughout the year
because of evaporation and transpiration losses.

Hear the rock barrier

the saturated sand thickness may be greater than 7 feet but this is a
relatively small area and the water level would soon be reduced to
2-5 feet below the sand if it were not recharged by subsurface flow.
The only data available for grain size in the Mahalapshwe
River aretaroanalyses provided by Mr. W. Siderius, FAO Soil Survey
Expert.

Those data are given below:
Analysis of Sand from River Bed about 150 feet
downstream from Machaneng Road Grossing at Mahalapye

Depth
Description

Size Range (MM)

Clay

less than 0.002

Silt

0.02 - 0.002

Fine Sand

0.2

- 0.02

Medium Sand

0.5

- 0.2

Coarse Sand

2.0 - 0.5

0-05
Per cent

# finer than 2

27
21
47
3
1

too

10-30 cm
Per cent

2
1
5
11
82
70

Below the fine silt crust the sand is predominantly coarse grained»
In the section from 10 to 30 cm (4 to 12 inches) 93 per cent of the sand
is medium to coarse.
Sarjeant made laboratory permeability tests on undisturbed and
disturbed soil samples from the river bed and estimated that the
permeability of the surface sands of the river near Mahalapye is about
450 cu. ft./day per sq. ft. (2800 gpd/ft.2).

T
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Water in Transient Storage
The quantity of water that can be drained from a saturated sand
is controlled by the specific yield.

The specific yield is defined

as the ratio of the volume of water that will drain by gravity from a
saturated rock to the volume of the rock.

A conservative estimate

of the specific yield of the sand of the Mahalapshwe River is 25 per cent»
With the above estimate, it is possible to determine the quantity
of water in transient storage from the following formula:
Qs = (L W Hs) SY
where Qs is "che volume of water in. transient storage
in the sand, in cubic feet»
L is the length of channel to be considered, in feet.
W is the average width of channel, in feet»
Hs is the saturated thickness of sand, in feet»
SY is specific yield, in per cent»
Qs m (4,000 ft. x 250 ft. x 7 ft.) x 0,25
Qs = 1,750,000 cubic feet
or about 11,000,000 gallons.
It is estimated that about 50 per cent of the water in transient
storage, or over 5 million gallons, could be withdrawn by proper
development methods.
Water Quality
No records of water quality are available for water taken from
the sands of the Mahalapshwe River.

However, the water i3 low in total

dissolved solids and it xd.ll not be a limiting factor in the quantities
which can be developed for irrigation»
Water Extraction
In shallow sands such as those in the Mahalapshwe River above
the road bridge, well-point systems are an efficient and economical
means of extracting water»

•
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Well—point systems are generally closely spaced, small-diameter
wells, usually connected to a header pipe or manifold.

The riser pipe

is the well casing and the well-point is the well screen.
Well-point systems can supply large quantities of water
economically where conditions are favorable»

Satisfactory operation

usually depends upon the existence of a good water bearing sand with a
water level within a few feet of the surface.

For a well—point system

to operate with maximum efficiency in an alluvial sand, the layout of
wells should be perpendicular to the direction of groundwater flow,
generally across the river channela

The depth of the well-point and

the amount of well screen required depends upon the saturated thickness
of the sand? and well spacing depends upon the water-transmitting properties
of the sand.
For maximum development of water, the well-points should be spaced
so that the water level will be drawn doxra at least 3 feet below the
surface of the sand to avoid excessive evaporation and transpiration
losses.

However, excessive draw-down in one area should be avoided

by spacing the wells so that their areas of influence overlap only
slightly»
A central pumping system can be employed in a well-point system
using suction lift if the total lift is not mere than about 20 - 22 feet.
If greater left is required, another type pump must be utilized.

0TH3R AREAS OF INTEREST
This report has dealt with a 4.000 foot stretch of the Mahalapshwe
River.

There are many other favorable sites on the river between

Mahalapye town and the confluence of the Limpopo, a distance of approximately
50 miles for similar water development projects.
A site on the Ilahalapshwe River below Mahalapye town might be
selected for a small scale pilot demonstration project for irrigated
farming.

A small plot of 5 acres could bo developed as irrigated pasture

or as a vegetable plot.

The selection of the site should depend upon

favorable soil as well as upon a favorable stretch of the river for
extraction of water from the river sand.

-
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The computations used in estimating the groundwater in storage
and the groundwater inflow into the 4»000 foot stretch of the river
above the road bridge are applicable to similar stretches of the river.
If we use the assumptions made previously, the water in transient
storage in the Mahalapshwe River in the approximately 50 miles from
Mahalapye to the Limpopo River is 115 million cu«, ft.

The amount

which could be extracted is about 57 million cu. ft. or in excess of
350 million gallons of water.

These figures do not include recharge

and, therefore, do not reflect the sustained yield of the river sands.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be made regarding the water
available for extraction from the sands of the Mahalapshwe River:
1• Present development of water from the sands is limited to
industrial? domestic and agricultural uses around Mahalapye and to
cattle watering points throughout the river length.
2. There are a number of additional areas along the Mahalapshwe
River where adequate quantities of water could be developed for small
scale irrigation schemes.
%

It is conservatively estimated that the 50 mile stretch of

the Mahalapshwe River above the confluence of the Limpopo River contains
about 115 million cu. ft. of water in transient storage.

Of this

amount 57 million cu. ft., or over 350 million gallons, could be
extracted by proper development methods.
4»

The 4*000 foot stretch of the alluvion in the river above

the road bridge north of Mahalapye has about 5 million gallons of water
in storage available for development.
5. The most practical method of development appears to be a
series of well-points across the river channel penetrating the shallow
alluvial sand*
6.

Discussions and computations included in this report are

based on very limited data or on assumptions.

Before any extensive

development schemes are undertaken, tests should be made to determine
the groundwater in storage, the effect of evaporation and transpiration
on groundwater storage, the diurnal and seasonal water table fluctuations,
the rates of recharge, the effectiveness and frequency of recharge by
surface runoff and the water-yielding properties of the sand reservoir.

-
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APPENDIX III
WATER STORAGE IN THE SANDS OF THE MAKLAUTSI RIVER
INTRODUCTION
A fiold reconnaissance of a section of the Maklautsi River was
nade on July 15 and 16, 1969, in the oonpany of MaJ.R.S» Nornan, CoManager of the UNDP/SF Botswana Water Resources Project, and D«,K»
Tuoney, Irrigation Engineer, Botswana {Jovernrient»

The river and

innediate vicinity were observed fron Foley Siding on the Rhodesian
Railway to Tobani village, a river distance of about 60 niles (figure 1)«
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The Maklautsi River originates in the hills west of Foley Siding
at an altitude of over 3»000 feet and flows generally eastward for a
distance of about 150 niles to join the Linpopo River at an altitude
of a little less than 2,000 feet»

The land surrounding the river is

generally flat except for occasional granitic hills which rise 100 to
300 feet above the plain«

The land surface is connonly covered with a

sandy brownish-red soil except near the river where brownish-grey alluvial
soils occur.

The vegetation is predoninantly thorny scrub undergrown by

grasses except along the river bank where there is a fair stand of
larger trees»
The bed rock in the area is gneiss with subordinate areas of
intruded granites and other rocks of the Basenent Conplex except in the
lower section of the river where basalts and sandstones of the Karroo
Systen outcrop at the surface»

The channel of the river is filled by

fine to coarse sand with sone pebbles and gravel derived fron weathering
of the rocks of the surrounding Basenent Conplex»

The general trend of

the rocks is East-West but local variations are connon and intrusive
dikes occasionally cross the general trend.

Several relatively large

faults affect the general trends and attitudes of the rocks»
In the section of the river observed by the writer, the channel
ranged fron less than 50 feet wide near its headwater at Foley Siding to
over 300 feet wide at Tobani Village»

Its bed was everywhere covered

with fine to coarse, angular to well rounded, relatively well sorted
sand with sone pebbles and gravel»

The average depth of the sand has
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been reported to be about 10 feet»

Rock outcrops are very connon

in the river channel, particularly where the channel turns in a general
north-south direction across the trend of the Basenent Complex rocks
or where intrusive dikes occur»
On July 15 and 16, 1969» open water was observed in several
places in the river channel, particularly in pockets where surface
flow had scoured a deep channel.
snail pools

The open water areas ranged fron

to stretches 150 yards long by 30 yards wide at a point

45.000 feet downstream fron Madinare.

Reeds and grasses connonly

grow around the open water areas»
Rainfall in the Maklautsi catchnent varies fron 18 inches in
the headwaters to 14 inches at the confluence with the Linpopo,
The catchnent area above Tobani is 2,650 square niles and at the
confluence of the Linpopo it is 5.330 square niles.

A weir was

constructed at Foley Siding as a part of the Lund survey (fcund and
Partner, 1964) but no reliable runoff records are available»

The

Maklautsi River is reported by local sources to flow every year for
short periods of tine throughout nuch of its length»

At Madinare

village, runoff was reported in Novenber and December 1968 and in
February and March 1969.

High-water narks fron the February 1969

flood are at least 20 feet above present river bed level at Madinare.
The Maklautsi catchnent falls into Midgley's rainfall-runoff correlation
zone 2 (Lund and Partner, 1964).»

Using Midgley!3 rainfall-runoff

correlation the nean annual runoff is 16 acre feet per square nile
in the headwaters and 5 acre feet per square nile in the lower stretch
of the river»
PRESET WATER DEVELOPMENT
There are no significant quantities of water being developed
fron the sands in the Maklautsi River at the present tine.

Cattle

watering-points are connon and some villages, private farners and other
small users take water fron the river sands»

In the near future, an

eight nile section of the river below Madinare will be developed to
supply water for the pre-production requirements of the Pikwe copper nine»

-
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Preliminary plans are to utilize this section of the river as a
source of supply for about 3 years until the Shashi River Dan and pipe line
are completed to furnish the pernanent water supply for the nine.
After the pernanent ^ater supply is available fron the dan, the sandextraction schene will becone a standby supply for the nine»
PREVIOUS J3) CURRENT STUDIES OF THE MAKLAUTSI RIVER
As a part of the studies of the surface water resources of
Bechuanaland by Lund and Partner (1964), a weir was constructed at
Foley Siding»
collected»

A water level recorder was installed and records were

The records were not observed by the writer.

Banangwato Concessions United (1969) recently concluded a study
of eight niles of the river downstrean fron Madinare village.

The

report includes neasured sections and sand grain analyses of the
Maklautsi and Shashi Rivers.

The report is not yet available to the

UNDP/SF Project and the writer was only able to view it briefly in the
office of the Geological Survey.

Sunnary conclusions fron the report

are included in the section of this report entitled "Available Ground
¥ater Resources"»
As a part of the IMDP/SF Project, D.K» Tuoney is naking a
ground water level profile of the Maklautsi River below Madinare.
Through July 15 his surveying party had established points on the water
table at 1,000 foot intervals for 48,000 feet»

In that distance the

average water level slope was approximately 1:680 with a total fall
of 70»28 feet.

At several points the water levels varied considerably

fron the normal gradient.

For exanple, between 18,000 and 19.000

feet below Madinare the water level difference was 4»46 feet»

Survey

field notes indicated that a rock barrier extended across the river
in the area.

Other variations in the nomal water-table gradient

probably are related to rock barriers»

Two neasuring points have been

established for weekly readings of water level.

At Madinare village

the water level declined 0.20 feet between July 3 and 13, and at 20,000
feet below Madinare the water level declined 0.09 feet between July 8
and 13»

Additional weekly neasuring points will be established»

-
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AVAILABLE GROUND WATER RESOURCES
In the previously mentioned Bamangwato Concessions Limited
report, an eight nile stretch of the Maklautsi River below Madinare was
studied»

The following figures are summarized from that report:

Eight mile stretch

-

42,240 feet

Average width

-

331 feet

Average sand depth

—

9»6 feet

Average depth of saturated sand Volume of sand

8»1 feet

-

135,213,525 cu. ft.

Volume of saturated sand -

114,086,412 cu. ft»

Assuming 10$ extraction of water
Overall total for 10 miles

-

-

11,408,641 cu. feet or
71,304,000 gallons

89 million gallons

Prom the above figures, about 9 million gallons of water could
be extracted for each mile of the Maklautsi where the river width and
sand depth is similar to that in the area studied»

Probably, from

Madinare village to the confluence of the Limpopo River, a distance of
about 110 miles, conditions would be at least as favorable as those
reported above»

With that assumption, there would be approximately

1 billion gallons of extractable water stored in the Maklautsi River sands
It has been reported that below Eobonong, about 40 miles upstream
from the confluence with the Limpopo River, there is little or no water
in the sands»

If true, this is probably related to a change in geologic

conditions, as the river crosses the outcrop of Karroo sandstone in this
area and there may be significant losses

to the underlying formation»

WATER QUALITY
No records of water quality are available for water taken from
the sands of the Maklautsi River»

However, the water is low in total

dissolved solids and it will not be a limiting factor in the quantities
which can be developed for irrigation»

-
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CONCLUSIONS iND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions and recommendations are nade relative
to the availability of water in transient storage within the sands of
the Maklautsi River:
1• Studies currently in progress as a part of the UNDP/SF
project indicate that the water-table gradient in the river is approximately
1:680 but there are areas where the gradient varies significantly from
the normal.

These variations are probably related to rock barriers

retarding or restricting sub-surface flow»

These studies should continue

and additional effort should be made to investigate variations in the
normal water-table gradient and to determine diurnal and seasonal
fluctutations in the water levels within the sand.
2.
Madinare.

There is reported to be annual surface flow in the river at
The extent and frequency of surface-runoff should be studied

in relation to recharge of the water in the sand.

Stream stage and

groundwater level recorders should be utilized.
3. The Bamangwao Concessions Limited report should provide
good information which can be utilized in planning a sand extraction
scheme for the pilot irrigation projects to be undertaken by the UNDP/SF
project»
4»

A largo amount of water is in transient storage in the sands

of the Maklautsi River.

Based on calculations fron the Bamangwato

Concessions Limited report, it is estimated that from Madinare to the
confluence with the Limpopo, a river distance of about 110 miles, the
extractablo water in storage is about 9 million gallons per mile or a
total, of approximately 1 billion gallons of water.
5»

If it is desirable for the project to select a small pilot

area on the Maklautsi River, the area should be selected on the basis
of soils.

With only a few exceptions where the sands in the river

channel may be abnormally shallow, there should be no problem of an
adequate water supply within the sand for the irrigation of a pilot scheme»
However, a pilot scheme should not be considered in the eight-mile stretch
which will be developed by Bamangwato Concessions Limited for water supply
for the Pikwe copper mine»
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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APPENDIX IV
WATER STORAGE PT THE SilTDS OF TEE SKASHI RIVER
INTRODUCTION
A field reconnaissance of a section of the Shashi River was made
on July 16 and 17» 1969, in the company of K.J. Norman, Co-Manager
of the IMDP/SF Botswana Water Resources Project, and D.K. Tuoney,
Irrigation Engineer, Botswana Government»

The river and immediate

vicinity were observed fron the Shashi River Dam site about 4 river
miles upstream from Shashi Siding on the Rhodesian Railway to a point
approximately 20 river miles below Tonoto village, a total river distance
of about 28 miles (figure 1).
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 0? THE AREA
The Shashi River rises at an altitude of about 4,000 feet in
the northeast corner of Botswana and flows outhward to below Francistown
where it turns eastward to join the Limpopo River at an altitude of less
than 2,000 feet»

The total rivor length is about 250 milos»

A number

of relatively large tributaries originating in the Rhodesian highveld
join the Shashi below Francistown»
The land surrounding the river is generally flat except for
occasional granitic hills which rise above the plain»

The land surface

is commonly covered with sandy, brownish-red soil but near the river
brownish—grey alluvial is common»

The vegetation is predominantly

thorny scrub undergrown by grasses; however, along the river there is a
good stand of larger trees.
The bedrock in the area is gneiss with subordinate areas of
intruded granites and other rocks of the Basement Complex except in its
lower course where basalts and sandstones of the Karroo System outcrop
at the surface»

The bed of the rivor is filled by fine to coarse sand

with some pebbles and gravel derived from weathering of the rocks of the
surrounding Basement Complex.

The general trend of the rocks is East-

West but local variations are common and intrusive dikes occasionally
cross the general trend»
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In the sGction of the river observed by the writer, the Shashi
River channel ranged in width from about 300 feet at Shashi Dan site to
alnost 1,000 feet at a bend in the river approximately 34,000 foet below
Tonoto»

Its bed was everywhere covered with fine to coarse, angular to

well rounded, relatively well sorted sand with some pebbles and gravel»
The average depth of sand is reported to be about 10 feet but channels
more than 20 feet are know to exist.

Rocks outcropping in the channel

f o m barriers or partial barriers and in some areas locally cover 50 per
cent or more of the channel surface»
On July 16 and 17, open water was observed in several places in
the river channel, particularly in pockets where surface flow had scoured
deep channels»

The open water areas ranged from snail pools to a stretch

of wator about 100 yards long and f rem 5 to 20 yards wide at a point about
55,000 feet downstream from Tonoto.

In this pool there was observable

surface flow and small fish wore in several of the deeper spots.

Reeds

and grasses commonly grow around the open water areas.
Rainfall in the Shashi River catchment ranges from more than 21
inches in the upper catchment to less than 16 inches in the lower catchment.
The catchment is well developed above Shashi Siding.

Downstream

the catchment narrows and the contributing area does not increase graatly
botwoen Shashi Siding and the confluence of the Tati River 40 miles
downstream»
miles»

At Shashi Siding the catchment area is about 1,390 square

A gauging weir was established upstream of Shashi Siding in 1961

to study a catchment area of about 950 square miles.

In 1962, a wet year,

the runoff was 55,000 acre feet and in 1963» a dry year, the runoff was
11,000 acre feet.

The rainfall-runoff relationship falls within Hidgley's

zone*2 (lund and Partner, 1964)»

If we assume the average annual rainfall

to be 18 inches for the catchment, the mean annual runoff would be 16 acre
feet/square mile»
PRESENT WATER DEVELOPMENT
In the area investigated, the only major water development by
extraction from the sand is at Shashi Siding where the Rhodesian Railway
has a major watering point»

The extraction of water is by a series of

well-points about 22 feet below the sand surface near the railway bridge»

r
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Bight submersible pumps withdraw a maximum of 300,000 gallons per day»
However, average withdrawal is only 180,000 - 200,000 gpd.

It is

reported by Tuomoy (oral communication) that at a pumping rate of
300,000 gpd there is no measurable drawdown in the water level in the sand.
Some small agricultural plots are irrigated by water from the river.
No records are available for irrigated acreage or for quantities of water
extracted for this purpose; however, the amount is not large.

Cattle

watering points are common on the river but generally those points are at
open water pools or shallow dug holes and the quantity of water consumed
is not great»
PREVIOUS STUDIES OF THE SHASHI RIVER
A weir was built in 1961 and utilized during the study of the
surface waters of Bochuanaland by Lund and Partner (1964)•

Runoff

figures are available for 1962 and 1963 from that report.
Mr. D.E. Tuoaey has studied a section of the Shashi River for
the Botswana Government.

He determined the water level gradient and

made channel profiles of the river from Tonoto downstream for about
30,000 feete

From these studies, the water table gradient is reported

to be

A rough test to determine the velocity of water movement

1J640.

within the sands was nade at a point 8,000 feet below Tonoto.

Dye was

injected into the water and reported to move at a rate of 17 feet in
24 hours.
Sir Alexander Gibb and Partner studied the Shashi River along with
other sources as a water supply for the Orapa diamond prospect»

Their

primary interest is in the section of the river above Shashi Siding
where a largo dam has been proposed»
The Bamangwato Concessions Limited report on pre-production water
supply for the Pikwe copper prospect includes a study of 25»000 feet of
the Shashi River above the Ranaquabane River.

Conclusions from that

study are reported under the section of this report entitled
"Available Ground Water Resources".

7
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AVAILABLE GROUNDWATER RESOURCES
As a part of the previotisly mentioned Bamangwato Concessions
Limited report, a 25,000 foot section of the Shashi above the confluence
of the Ranaquabane River was studied.

The following figures are

summarized from that report:
Length

-

25,000 feet

Average width

-

336 feet

Average depth of sand

-

9*5 feet

Average saturated thickness

8.0 feet

Total volume of sand

-

79,480,000 cu. feet

Volume of saturated sand

-

66,930?500 cu. feet

Assuming 10 per cent extraction

-

6,693,050 cu. feet

This is approximately equal to 42 million gallons of extractable water
over a 25*000 foot stretch, or approximately 9 million gallons per mile
of river»
The stretch of river observed by the writer between Shashi Siding
and 20 miles below Tonoto appeared to be similar in dimensions to the
average figures reported above.

If we assume these figures to be

representative of the river from Shashi Siding to the confluence of the
Limpopo, a river distance of about 170 miles, there would be approximately
1.5 billion galls of extractable water in transient storage in the Shashi
River»
All oi this water is not available for development for Botswana,
however, as the Shashi forms the boundary with Rhodesia and a part of
the loxfermost stretch of the river flows totally inside Rhodesia.
The dam to be constructed above Shashi Siding will have an effect
on the recharge to the lower Shashi in future years.
¥ATER QUALITY
No records of water quality are available for water taken from
the sands of the Shashi River.

However, the water is low in total

dissolved solids and it will not be a limiting factor in the quantities
which can be developed for irrigation*

- 35 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following conclusions and recormendations aro made relative
to the availability of x*ater in transient storage within the sands of the
Shashi River.
1• A large amount of water is in transient storage in the sands
in the Shashi River.

It is estimated that from Shashi Siding to the

confluence of the Limpopo River, a distance of about 170 miles, there are
approximately 1.5 billion gallons of extractable water in storage.
Not all of this water is available for development by Botswana, however,
as the Shashi forms the boundary with Rhodesia and a short stretch of the
river flows totally in Rhodesia.
2.

If it is desirable for the project to develop a small pilot

scheme on the Shashi River, the area should be selected primarily on the
basis of soils.

With only a few exceptions, where the sands in the river

channel may be abnormally shallow, there should be no problem of an adequate
water supply within the sand for the irrigation of a pilot scheme.
3. The completion of the Shashi River dam about 4 miles upstream
from Shashi Siding will affect the recharge to the sand reservoir below
the dam.

According to the Alexander Gibbs report (1969), sand storage

will be affected about 25 miles below the dam.

Therefore, largo scale,

long-term irrigation projects based on water from sand extraction should
not be established in that stretch of the river.
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APPENDIX

V

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR EVALUATING M P DEVELOPING
GROUNDWATER FROM SAND RIVERS
INTRODUCTION
Systematic investigations of tho water resources potential of
the sand-filled river channels in eastern Botswana should he carried out
to determine the quantities of water available for long-term development.
These investigations should include a study of the geology, the surface
and groundwater hydrology and methods of optimum development of the
water supplies.
These investigations should be developed along the following
general lines:
GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Examination of Aerial Photographs
Photographs should be studied to determine extent of sand-filled
channels, to detect intrusive dikes or other geologic features which
might affoct surface or subsurface flow, and to recognize other geologic
features that might be related to hydrology.
Field Investigations
Areas which appear to be favorable from aerial photographic
interpretation should be field checked»

The field investigations should

determine the geological conditions in the vicinity of the rivers
including the width of the sand bed, its thickness above bedrock, the
physical characteristics of the sand (grain size, sorting, etc ) and the
presence of clay layers or other impermeable barriers.

Other studies

should prepare maps of geologic features such as dikes, faults, changes
in strike and dip, highly fractured zones and other significant features•
Geophysical Studies
Geophysical studies should be carried out to detect buried
dikes or other geologic structures in areas where surface geological
mapping indicates their possible occurrence and to determine depth to
bedrock in coordination with test hole borings.

To obtain the best

hydrological and geological data, combination electrical resistivityseismic surveys should be undertaken.

-
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HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Determination of Rainfall-Runoff Relationships
Surface runoff should be correlated with rainfall in the catchment
area»

'This should include the installation of rain gauges in the

catchnent and water stage recorders and weirs on the streams to give data
on surface runoff frequency and amount por unit of rainfall»
Relation of Surface Runoff to Groundwater Recharge
Studies should be made to relate surface runoff to recharge of
the water in storage in the sand»

Automatic water-level recorders should

be utilized to correlate groundwater fluctuations with surface runoff
records.

Percolation tests should bo made to determine infiltration rates»
Water Table Configuration

Maps should be prepared to show the shape and position of the
water in storage in the sand.

These should be made systematically at

periodic intervals to relate groundwater levels to seasonal changes»
Automatic water level recorders should bo used to show diurnal and
seasonal water level trends»

The water level gradient for streams

should be determined»
Studios of Evaporation and Transpiration
Studies should be made tc determine the effect of evaporation and
transpiration on the diurnal and seasonal fluctuations in water levels.
Determination of Physical Properties of Sand
Laboratory studies should be made to determine sand grain size,
sorting, porosity, permeability and other physical properties.
Water Quality Determinations
Water samples should be collected periodically for determination
of constituents which might affect its agricultural application»
QMTITATffgE-'TESTBTG
Construction of Production and Observation Wells
Each well which will be test pumped should have at least two,,
preferably more, observation wells to determine directional permeability
variations and time-drawdown relationships at various distances»

-
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Pumning Test
The pumping well should he constructed similar to the planned
development wells and should he in the deepest part of the sand fill.
It should be punped for a sufficiently long period for the aquifer to
reach equilibrium conditions. Discharge should be accurately measured
and water levels should be determined in observation wells. Hydraulic
properties of the aquifer should be calculated from the pumping test
results.
DEVELOPMENT OF WATER FROM SAND
Water Extraction
Depending upon the hydraulic properties of the aquifer as
determined by the quantitative tests, a development plan should be
conceived to utilize the most efficient methods of water extraction.
The well field should be laid out to minimize drawdown but with
consideration given to reducing water levels to the point where evaporation
and transpiration losses cease and where the sand has adequate storage
for efficient recharge by future surface runoff. Mutual interference
between pumping points should be avoided.
Well Diameter
Well diameter will depend upon the hydraulic properties of the
aquifer and yield of each well. However, 2 inch, or at most 4 inch,
wells are generally the most efficient in this type of installation.
Methods of Extraction
Several methods of extraction are possible but tho most
economical would probably be the installation of well points. Satisfactory
operation of a well point system usually depends upon three conditions:
1) The water table must be within a few foot of the surface
to permit pumping by suction lift.
2)

A good water-bearing sand must be present at depths of
20 to 50 feot.

3) The wells must be highly efficient.
The well-point method is eificient, easy to install and relatively
economical. -"nother method which might be used efficiently is a central
collector well with radial galleries. The attached article gives a
description of a similar battery of 6-inch wells installed in river sands
in South Africa»

m

South African Weïlé Successful

.^*

-•--••igm-

A battery of 6-inch wells installed in son Well Screen-, that were used.
water-bearing alluvium below th-e bed of
The field -crow set up a 25-ft tripod in
a shallow river supplies a lot of sand- the river and installed the spells by the
free water for an overhead sprinkler ir- jetting method. The river was running
rigation system in the Northern Trans- approximately 1 ft deep at the time of
vaal, South Africa. Each well structure making the installation. An 18-ft length
consists of 15 ft of 6-inch steel pipe and of 8-inch temporary casing was sunk to
a 3-ft. length of John.-on Well Screen.
bedrock by usitig^:^. 2-inch washdown
For a preliminary te-t, two wells were pipe inside the \'$^töij$S0Jfêj&sin%. The
sunk to a depth of •«hout 18 ft below the 6-ineh casing, with %.!&$ screen attached,
river bed, I'tasKF WjeVc^then con nee tell' ttV i^liSi'j^i^^liQr^^ed^toodi^ipd the 8-inch
a single buried 6-inch suction line lead- pipe was pulled. Jetting was done with
ing to a pump located on the bunk of the a pump that could deliver 1,000 gpm at
cj^yèïi•• wllV*ttvj)uraped, the pair of wells a pn-s--.ilre of 85 psi.
jgpduó^-ft^ff 32,000 4J, K "gal^mis^pe^
AfteF completing the test on the first
tfcVleai^i 6- two well-, four additional wells have
been installed to "make up the six-unit,
t|43f^t$dy2
femarkal
multiple-well systems The farmer own
we) screens are ing the system is assured of plenty of
35 f 0.035- sand-free water if the stream ceases to
mil JrarÜV n e a r t h e end of

mm
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VI

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF BOTSWANA
The writer visited the Geological Survey of Botswana on July 9,
1969 where he talked with Mr. C.M.H. Jennings, Deputy Director, and
Mr. M.T. Jones, Geologist.
The Geological Survey was very cooperative.

They provided all

available published documents and several unpublished papers from their
private files»
Various phases of ground water exploration and developnent in
Botswana and in the Linpopo Catchment in particular were discussed.
The Geological Survey has done only limited work on sand extraction
schemes for the rivers of eastern Botswana but they realize that this is
one of the major untapped ground water supplies of the country.
Mr. Jennings plans to install three water level recorders on the
Maclautsie River near Madinare in the near future to determine diurnal
and seasonal water level fluctutations*

The Geological Survey has not

done any work on locating sub-surface dikes but feels that a resistivityseismic survey would be successful in such a survey.

They have the

equipment for geophysical studies but shortage of manpower limits
their investigations primarily to mining prospects.
The Geological Survey has done a limited amount of probing in the
sand rivers with hand tools but generally the probes were stopped by
clay beds and did not reach bed rock.

Mr» Jennings reports that there

is generally a basal clay in river beds above bedrock but there may be
other clay layers which would stop the probe»

He feels that there is

a definite possibility of saturated sands below clay in some areas.
They would like to have a power auger for further investigations.
Mr» Jennings feels that the major discharge of water from the
sand rivers is by evaporation and transpiration rather than downward
leakage into the basement complex as suggested by some investigations»
The Geological Survey has not made sand-size analyses from rivers but
a recently completed report by Bamangwato Concessions Limited entitled
"Maklautsi River Depth Probe Survey for Pilcwe Water Requirements,
Pre-production Period" contains sand analyses from Maklautsie and
Shashi Rivers»

40 «In the opinion of Mr. Jennings the ground water possibilities
in the Limpopo drainage are limited to the sand rivers;

supplies of

a maximum of a few thousand gallons per hour from "basins of
decomposition" in basement complex;

and possibly to fairly large

supplies from the Cave Sandstone-basalt unit in extreme Eastern Botswana
between the Shashi and Limpopo Rivers,

Only one well has been drilled

into this sequence in this area and it produced a good supply of water
from the basalt at a depth of about 700 feet.

Deeper wells tapping

the basalt-Cave Sandstone contact might yield large capacity wells.
The geology is similar to the basalt-Cave Sandstone sequence which
produces relatively good quantities of water in other parts of Botswana
and in Eastern Botswana it has the potential for recharge from the
Shashi, Maklautsie and Limpopo Rivers.
Mr. Jones discussed the availability of data for boreholes.
¥all display naps show the location, type of borehole and whether the
water is fresh or saline.
Botswana.

About 2500 wells have been drilled throughout

The Geological Survey has a card file for geologic and water

data and a separate file for water quality data for each 'well.

The

files are current, well organized and seem to be quite thorough.

A

"borehole cutting" file is maintained in which samples from over 2,000
boreholes are filed.
The Geological Survey is generally organized into an Economic
Geology Section, a Basic Geologic Mapping Section, a Groundwater Section
and a Drilling Section.

All are based in Lobatsi, except the Drilling

Section which is based in Gaberones.

Mr. Jennings and Mr. Jones, along

with a number of technicians, make up the Groundwater Section.

Mr.

C. Boocock is the Director of the Geological Survey.
The Geological Survey appears to be well organized and quite
competent.
SMALL STAFF»

Their biggest problem appears to bo A BIG COUNTRY MD A
Due to the mining interests in Botswana, their primary

concentrations are in economic mineral development.

Therefore, basic

research on water development is not possible.
Within the time and scope of the present UNDP/SF Project, the
Geological Survey will probably not be able to provide specific assistance
on water development schemes due to other obligations*

However, they are

able, and xriLlling, to give information where it is available.
The following list of publications of the Geological Survey may
contain reports which are of interest to the UNDP/SF Project.

-
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List of Publications of the Geological Survey Departnent for the years
1955 to 1968 inclusive.
(a) Reports
(i)

(ii)

Records of the Geological Survey, 1956»

(iii)

Records of the Geological Survey, 1957/58.

(iv)

Records of the Geological Survey, 1959/60.

(v)

Records of the Geological Survey, 1961/62.

(vi)

Mineral Resources Report No.1» "The Morapule Coalfield»
Palapye Area" by O.J. van Straten.

(vii)

Mineral Resources Report Ho.2. "The Manabule Coal Area"
by D. Green.

(viii)

Coal Exploration Records of Boreholes - Volume I, 1957.

(ix)

Bulletin No.1. "Mineral Resources of the Bochuanaland
Protectorate" by C. Boocock.

(x)

Bulletin No.2. "The Karroo Systen in Bochuanaland" by
D. Green»

(xi)

(b)

.Annual Report for the calendar years 1953 to 1967 (inclusive).
The Annual Reports for 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957 and 1959 are
now out of print.

Annotated Bibliography and Index of the Geology of
Bechuanaland to 31st December, 1965 compiled by
C.A. Laughton.

Ma-ps
P r i n t e d Maps
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Hachured provisional geological naps of Botswana on a
scale of 1:2,000,000 are included with all copies of
the Annual Reports. These naps are norually revised annually.
Colour-printed quarter degree sheet geological nap of
Palapye area (Sheet No. 2227C).
Colour-printed 1:2,000,000 map showing the distribution of
the Karroo Syston in Botswana.
Colour—printed quarter degree sheet geological nap of
Shashi Area (sheet No. 2127A).
Colour-printed quarter degree sheet showing the distribution
of post-Karroo System Dykes in the Shashi Area (Sheet No.
2127A).
Colour-printed quarter degree sheet geological nap of
Notwani and Idnpopo '^Ivev area. (Sheet No» 2326D and
2327C £Part
ofj).

Dyeline Prints
(vii)

1:1,000,000 provisional geological nap of Botswana.

(viii)

Quarter degree geological nap of Southern Tati Area
(Sheet No. 2127B).

(ix)

Quarter degree geological nap of Madinare Area (Sheet
No. 2127D).

(x)

Quarter degree geological nap of Tsessebe Area (Sheet
Nos. 2027C, 2027D and 2027B (part of).
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
for. J. de wèredieu,
Deputy Director for Operations, LA

DATE,

15 October 19^9

R.G. Thomas, Hydrogeologiet, ^v> '
Water Reeources Branch, LA
Cemments on Mission Report "by Mr. L.W. Hyde on Botswana (BOT 1)

The above-named report has been reviewed from a1 technioal point of'viovc
and the following comments are mades
1•

The report is generally'well written and eaeily understood.

2.
While it is not explicitly stated, it oan he'assumed that groundwater ixx
the eand beds of the rivers could easily be replenished each year by floods.
This is an important point which oan easily be checked by reports of floods»
If each year one flood reaches the ra'buth of a given river, it is certain that
the sand bed will have been filled even if it had been mostly dewatered.
3»
The amount of groundwater stored in the gand bcie is not large and can
support only limited irrigation scattered along the length of the river»
4o
Prior to making final recommendations on type of well to use, sosie idea
of costs of various types should be obtained.
5j.
The data presented is well qualified and appear» to be reasonable* Ho
obvious arithmetic errors sie-re noted, but the following difficulties need
üome cares
a. The terminology "transiejit" storage is not. uuuai» The word is Vt^-p?}
usually storage capacity, ss with surface reservoirs (page 41)I
/ -•;^
b. Tltó computation on v>&.g&:c)5 is confusing, but has been taka» fross
another report. SpeciTic yiüld is not given but the 10$ 'extraction1*
could include a 20$ specific yield and the assumption that half the
water in storage could be used» The order of magnitude of the
assumptions then art- the nan5 on both page 41 and page 55»
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